The Summer School Committee met four times in 2008 (October 7; November 7 and 14; December 5), and corresponded via email on issues regarding course selection during Spring 2009. The meetings concentrated on course offerings for Summer 2009, but also included:

- A review of summer tuition policy; confirmed increases in faculty pay caps
- A discussion that re-affirmed the policy regarding the disqualification of graduate students from “starting” to teach at Tufts in the summer—i.e. grad students MAY teach in the summer if they have experience teaching the same courses in the fall or spring
- In October 2009, we plan to discuss the future development of “institutes” as part summer study at Tufts—in addition to the regular review function we perform as the Summer School selects course offerings.

We enjoyed the regular participation from student representative Greg Meiselbach this year.
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